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Chapter 1: “I am 
from New York’
Master Poem

By Amy Ford & Kurumi Sasaki-Gardner 



Each student from the class wrote “I am from New York” poems, 

where we describe New York and wherever else we feel that we 

may come from. Our poems featured common themes such as the 

city’s diversity, food, and the relatable aspects about living here, 

allowing us to appreciate the different aspects of this city. We 

have pulled from everyone’s poems to create a master poem, 

picking specific lines that encompass the topics that we have 

selected.



I am from a place where everyone you pass has a 

different past, ethnicity, personality and attitude. 

(Kevin)

I am from New York, where I am constantly 

reminded that almost no one is really From New 

York. (Amy)

I am from New York … where every corner of the 

world is represented in a single subway car.

I am from cultural diversity illuminating the city like                     

the 42nd Street lightings at night. (M.R)

But I am also from a great divide where the casted 
shadow of the city leaves issues unseen. (A.M)

The city is welcoming to immigrants from all over the 

world and gives them hope and many opportunities. 

(D.K)



I am from New York where new ideas emerge, 

where innovation occurs and where the 

unconventional becomes conventional. (B.H)Basil)

I am from New York where trends begin, where the 

world looks for leadership and guidance. (B.H)

I am from New York, where my half of my identity 

is. (Marie)

I am from New York… where the American Dream is 

just as much yours as it is mine. (A.S)

I am from the new and the old, from the poor and the 

rich, from the fierce and the feeble (M.R)

Where four seasons come together in a week but six 

races come together in a borough. (J.H)

I am from the melting pot of nations, From the peak 

of our civilization. (Olha)



I am from New York home to concerts in Madison Square 

Garden , Smorgasburg in Brooklyn and picnics and boat rides in 

Central Park (C.T)

I am from the greatest sporting venues in the world: Yankee 

Stadium and Madison Square Garden. (Liam)

I am a New Yorker who is embarrassed to be the hometown of 

two failing basketball teams,

But one who always cranes her neck to catch the highlights of 

the latest pick-up game at the park. (E.W)

I am from avoiding tourist attractions like Times Square because 

they are way too crowded. (K.S)

I am from New York where Central Park is my backyard

All 843 acres of greenery, finding it is not that hard (A.S)

I am from Park Avenue to Lexington Avenue, 23rd street to 

25th,

I am from Penn Station to Grand Central, the Hudson River to 

the East River. (Victor)



I am from the 16 letters and 7 numbers making up 

the subway system,

I am from being late to school because of those 16 

letters and 7 numbers (Kevin)

I am from squeezing yourself into an already 

packed subway car because there’s no way you’re 

waiting for the next one.(Hannah)

I am from New York, where knowing that red lights 

mean green for all and jaywalking is a rite of 

passage. (E.W)

I am from New York where open 24/7 is the rule

and where a Venti coffee with an espresso shot is 

the much needed fuel. (A.S)



I am from hotdog, pretzel, and Nuts for Nuts 

Stands at almost every single corner (L.O)

I am from horrible school lunches and from 

seeing people line up for rainbow bagels and 

milkshakes that are bigger than my head 

(Kurumi)

And where pigeons eat pizza as often as 

people do. (Marie)

I am from New York where $5 Halal is a good 

option for lunch (Sarin)

I am from New York, where bagels are 

abundant and the variety of cream cheeses 

unlimited. (I.W)



I am from a public education that teaches me 

the values I need to excel in life. (Kevin)

I am from New York City, the center of the 

universe, the subject of fairytales, and dreams 

coming to life. (C.G)

I am from New York, a place I call my home. 

(C.T)

I am from anything is possible with enough 

hard work and dedication. (M.R)

I am from New York. It will chew you up, Spit 

you out, Bend you this way and that, But 

you’ll come out of it a Phoenix, Rising from 

the ashes of your own sweat and 

determination. (Rinni)



I am from the place where streetlights create illusions 

of outshining the stars,

leaving only the darkness of the night sky to be 

observed by the human eye (O.S)

I am from a small drive over a big bridge, into a place 

of infinite possibilities. (Isaac)

I am from the sharpness of rocks that are pursued by 

waves. I am from nerves of steel and great ambitions, 

that harden in the social ladder maze. I am from New 

York. (O.S)



I am from New York, where dreams do come true, 

With a lot of hard work, and effort, and some money, 

too.

I am from New York, where I learned that being me is 

special, but learning from you is more. (Ellen)

I am from a city not paved with gold but with golden 

opportunities. (Jun)

 I am from wearing second hand clothing on a first 

class flight where the plane always lands me home. 

(Amy)

I am from a city that I would never be able to leave,

even if I’ve said that I wanted to. (Kurumi)

I am from New York. 



Chapter 2: Habits of 
New Yorkers

By Liam O’Gara, Jun Huang, and Michael 
Richards 



Introduction 

In this chapter, we are aiming to point out daily habits specific 
to New Yorkers. We discuss various habits talked about in our 
“I am from New York” poems, as well as habits from our daily 
lives. We discuss the new habits picked up by college students 
and life in a dorm. See if you have any of the same habits you 
see here, or if you have ever seen people in New York City doing 
any of these things.



Our Daily Habits 
Never looking both ways, only down the one-way 
street

Not making eye contact or saying hello to anyone on 
the street

Always crossing the middle of the street if the light 
at the end of the block is a long one

Always walking towards the same end of the train

Buying dollar iced teas before getting way too 
expensive food

Banging on my paper thin walls when my neighbor 
makes too much noise 

Waking up from construction at ridiculous hours 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Liam O’Gara 



Our Daily Habits
Always put on headphones and mind my own 
business 

Jaywalk 

Spend all of my extra money on food

Browse through facebook and social media 
between subway stops

Have my phone everywhere I go

Sleeping on the subway and magically waking 
up at my stop  



College Life 
● No more free lunches :(
● Longer commutes
● Attending classes at night and almost 

never go home right after classes
● Having long breaks between classes
● Listening to long lectures (1:15-2 hrs)
● Exam-heavy courses 
● Having classes in large lecture halls up to 

300 kids 
● Ability to choose your own classes and 

professors 
● Having much more freedom, but more 

responsibility to use time wisely



I am From NY Poems: Habits 

I am from New York where speed walking is basically running

 Where running in front of a speeding car to get to work on 
time is worth it

 I am from Metrocards stuffed in the back of your phone 
case.

 I am from squeezing yourself into an already packed subway 
car because there’s no way you’re waiting for the next one.

 And excessively dangerous jaywalking and angry drivers

I am from New York where bikers ride on the sidewalks, 
drivers drive on the biking lanes, and pedestrians walk on 

the roads



I am from New York Poems: Habits

I am from the crowded trains where people try to 
defy the laws of physics thinking they can fit on the 

subway cars

I am from where pizza is for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner and snacks are also cheese, dough and sauce

Where crazy tourist are feeding squirrels with 
their bread crumbs

I am from everything being a fashion statement 
even if its food 

Where a tiny bit of snow is enough to be called a 
storm









Chapter 3: Foods of 
New York

By Ayelet Segal, Elisheva Weintraub, and 
Isaac Weinstock



Students of NYC

21 cups of Baruch college students

3/4th cup of middle school students 

1 handful of creative poems

A dash of inspiration

5 teaspoons of culture
 

Mix it all together….
and you get the perfect NY



AT MY DINNER TABLE, I EAT...
New York City is 
home to millions of 
people – which means 
it’s home to a plethora 
of diverse people who 
come from different 
backgrounds, 
heritages and 
cultures. A major part 
of culture is cuisine. 
The food we eat 
informs social 
situations, our moods, 
and our cravings. 
Food is also a really 
fantastic medium 
where people from 
different cultures can 
meet and get a ‘taste’ 
of foods from around 
the world.

Poke

Enchiladas

Ro
ga
n 
Jo
sh

Hummus

Spring Rolls

Chimichurri

Spa t  a d M
al

Soupe à l'oignon

M

AND SO MUCH MORE!!!! Hamburger



New York City the fast food 
capital city of the world. 

Would you call this New York 
City your home?

What’s your 
favorite place to 

grab a bite?



Which Foods Do 
You Recognize?



I am from a pizzeria on every block with each one being better than the last

I am from getting lunch specials at bagel express, 

burgers at Shake Shack, and Dollar Slices of 

Pizza before practice

 

I am from Chinatown, where hot dog buns and 
dumplings are breakfast, lunch and dinner
 

I am from the Halal cart guy with $5 
chicken over rice

I am from the Nuts 4 Nuts 
guy and the $3 hot dog 
carts

I am from South 
Brooklyn, where 
people refuse to spend 
an extra 50 cents on 
Snapple so they settle 
for Arizona

I am from New York where people pay 

$20 for avocado toast 

I am from New York 
where food is sold on 
every street corner in the 
concrete jungle 

I am from New York 
where the pizza is as 
cheap and as good as food 
can be 

I am from New York 
where I can eat pizza 
at every corner, 
where I can try 
different varieties of 
bubble tea 

I am from New York where pigeons 
eat pizza as often as citizens do

I am from New York 
where u can eat Pad Thai 
in peace where I can try 
humongous milkshakes



Which One Are You?



Chapter 4: New 
York Style

By Rinni Sutanto and Catherine Tum



NE W YO RK STYLE
DEFINE

:

WEARING ANYTHING, AND HAVING IT COUNT 
AS “FASHION”

NYC: ONE OF THE MOST DIVERSE 
CITIES THAT’S ACCEPTIVE OF 

CREATIVE STYLE



NEW YORK LO OKS
ATHLEISURE

URBAN

SKATER



OUR FAVORITE LOOKS



OUR FAVORITE LOOKS



Sneaker Culture



Sneaker Culture
Design My Shoe 

● 6th and 7th grade Art class
● Drawn in pencil to learn 

gradients and volume
● Sneakers worn by the 

students to school



BR AN DSNEW YORK
NYC: FROM AFFORDABLE 

TO DESIGNER LABELS



CU LT U R ENEW YORK
NYC: DISPLAYED IN DIFFERENT 

FORMS, FASHION IS PART OF THE 
CITY CULTURE

THRIFTING

FASHION WEEK

STREET WEAR

● THRIFT STORES ON 
EVERY CORNER

● DESIGNERS AND 
MODELS COME FROM 
ALL OVER FOR NYFW



Chapter 5: Parks 
and Museums of 
New York

By Olha Sum, Ariel Margolin, Daniel 
Khaldarov



Trivia

▶How many museums are 
there in NYC?



▶According NY.com there 
are 83 museums.



▶Which museum does the 
Theodore Roosevelt Park 
house?



▶American Museum of 
Natural History



▶How many parks does 
New York City have?



▶More than 1,700 parks.



▶How many benches are 
there in Central Park?



▶There are Over 9,000 
wooden benches (9,485) 
Central Park Benches.



▶Do you know what makes 
half of them special?



▶4223 benches tell stories 
of New Yorkers.



Our Poem

I am from New York home to different museums and art galleries.
I am from the epicenter of art, poetry, and music.

I am from the dirt trails of Van Cortlandt Park 
To the asphalt paths of Central Park, as treasured as Yosemite,

And all of the baseball fields that cover its beautiful green grass.
I am from MCU Park home of Baruch Baseball.

I am from Madison Square Park, and Bryant Park,
Where pigeons eat pizza as often as citizens do,

Where operas take place at Lincoln Center.
I am from the lush greenery of the Highline. 

From Fort Tryon Park that seems to have no borders,
And from the Cloisters castle-like museum.

I am from Sunset Park, from the twilight and dawn city sights.
I am from an aesthetic collision of future and the past 
In the Four Freedoms Park and the Smallpox Hospital.



Answers from interviews

▶ Zach - “My favorite museum is the Metropolitan Museum”
“[The paintings] really show a history of New York and other places”
“I used to go to Manhattan to the Metropolitan Museum to go to a 
group that we learned lots of different things about the history of 
New York and other places.”

▶ Elena - “My favorite trip is when we went to the Museum of 
Natural History.”

▶ Meir - “When it’s nice outside, sometimes I like to go to Central 
Park”



Personal Responses/Favorite places
▶ This spot in the  Four Freedoms Park is my favorite spot in NYC. It has a 

modern feel to it and yet it’s connected to nature just enough. It’s a 
relatively quiet and peaceful park and a nice place if you want to relax 
and be undisturbed. It has a wonderful view of the city too.

-Olha

▶ The location I chose is the mountain bike trails at Cunningham Park in 
Queens. It’s very shady and cool in the summer because there are so 
many trees. Lots of fun dirt ramps and obstacles. Very fun to bike around 
there.

-Daniel

▶ Going for a real classic, Central Park is perhaps my favorite locale in all of 
New York. I’m a sucker for the amber tones of fall and the bright, flowering 
essence in summer. It’s utilitarian nature gives all a chance to enjoy its 
acreage year-round, and it functions as a welcome territorial respite from 
the concrete chaos the rest of New York City is.

-Ariel



Parks and Museums narrative guide to NY
▶ The Met: Head to the museum on a weekday, the lines 

are at their thinnest and going during the day allows 
the natural sunlight to glare through the windows 
creating an effect which uplifts the already fabulous 
art. 

▶ Central Park: Go early so you can find a shaded tree to 
picnic under. The best month for the summer season is 
August as schools in Europe begin around then so the 
tourists lessen in mass and there are few if any 
scorching, uncomfortable days.

▶ The Highline: The early fall is the best time to visit as 
the cool air from the water perfectly marries with the 
still-warm September sun. The various plants carefully 
placed are still in bloom and the view is unmatched this 

time of year, so be sure to bring your cameras!  



Chapter 6: 
Commuting & 
Geography in NYC

By Sarin Laskar, Marie Traore, Courtney 
Gervais and Victor Carrano



NYC
Brooklyn

The Bronx

Queens

Staten 
Island

M
an

ha
tta

n



How do we see NYC?



Amy

Ariel

Ayelet

Basil

Catherine

Daniel

Elisheva

Ellen

Hannah

Isaac

Jun

Kevin

Kurumi

Liam

Marie

Michael

Sarin

Victor

Our Commutes



I was on the subway at 2 AM and there was a singer/positive 
enthusiast named the Jolly Cat who was singing on the top of his 

lungs. In that moment, there was a huge sense of camaraderie 
between the people on the car because all we wanted was peace 

and quiet but we couldn't ignore the guy. - Elisheva W 
 

Although we think New York City is massive, one day I 
made my way onto a crowded subway, on a random 

Wednesday, and ended up right next to my roommate. 
Neither of us knew we were taking the subway then and we 

could not stop laughing at the coincidence. - Ayelet S   



I got pulled over by the cops for running a red light while on a bike. 
They were about to give me a ticket, but the had to leave because 
they got a call of a man with a knife so they had to leave. - Isaac W

 

I was once stuck in Washington Square Park and it was around 
2 A.M. and I really had to get home. So I walked to Broadway, 
hopped on the R, then I got off some random stop to get on the 

F to hopefully get on the D. Little did I know it was going the 
other way and then I got on the Q to transfer at Barclays just to 
find out, the D was out of service. I went on to spend $32 on an 

uber that night. - Kevin H



One day I was getting off of the Q train after going to a Macaulay 
event and there was a Jazz swing party in the station.  The people 

were wearing nice suits and dresses and the musicians had the 
played the swing songs and they were dancing and having a good 

time.  It seemed very New York to me. - Basil H
 

There is a group of men, usually on the N, R, or W, that sing 
different songs like "My Girl" by the Temptations, and I really 

love them because they are very talented. - Kurumi S



Most of the time when I go on the train there are performers. So 
one day I went on the R train and these guys came on and started 
their routine on the poles. We actually got delayed in the tunnel for 

some time, so after they finished they started joking around and 
inviting other people to learn some of their moves. I did not get up 

and do it, but this old man got up and actually managed to copy 
some of their routine. It was very entertaining. - Amy F 

 I once saw a woman insist on buying a train ticket from the LIRR 
conductor with some form of foreign money (I believe it was 

Pesos). - Ariel M
 



I have seen someone try to flip a hat and it fell onto someone, 
hence the trick did not work.- Marie T 

 There was this time when I was the N train home and suddenly met this drunk guy. 
We had a small chat about his job and he talked about how he was once part of the 

police force. At the time, I had no idea he was drunk. As I was about to get off for my 
stop, he suddenly asked me for the way home. I asked him where he lived but he 

said he had no idea. That was when I realized that he was drunk. He randomly 
blurted out 62nd street (on the D line), which wasn't my stop. But I decided to get 
him home safely regardless. When we got off at 62nd, he then again asked for the 

way home. At that point, I had no idea what I should do to get him home. So I called 
the police to come pick him up. To my surprise, they asked him to go home by 

himself and he just walked away. There wasn't much I could do from there. I was 
disappointed that I couldn't get him home, but I was glad that I tried. - Jun H

 



There was this one ride where a magician came into the train at the 
same time as a performer and it was just really hectic and loud 
because they were competing with one another, but none of the 

train passengers were paying attention. - Catherine T
 

One day, while I was taking the L train to school, someone with 
starbucks coffee was in such a rush that they bumped into me. 
The coffee got all on my shirt, but I was already late, so I ended 

up saying that the big stain was a part of the shirt design and 
everyone believed me. - Michael R  



Chapter 7: New York 
Differences 

By Basil Harding, Hannah Santiago, Kevin Hasa 



Let’s Play a 
game!

Which one is New York? 



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



Which 
one is 
New 
York?



New York City contains many people that come from all over the world. 

New York City is very different from other places. From the green lawns of Central Park, 

delicious cuisine of Chinatown and trendy atmosphere of Brooklyn, all elements of New 

York contribute to our wonderful tapestry.  By studying the differences between New 

York and other places we can clearly see the elements that encultrate New Yorkers. 

From the Dominican Republic, to Israel people come from all over the world to live and 

work in a wonderfully unique place, New York. 



Culture helps us remember where we 
come from, and inspiration helps us 

remember where we’re going

“ “


